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Nautical motifs are among the most popular designs for stained glass and other craft projects.
For this versatile collection, award-winning stained glass artist and designer Connie Clough
Eaton provides 100 attractive, workable patterns for stained glass workers at all levels of
expertise.Included are scenes of lighthouses on rocky coastlines, an array of graceful seashells,
majestic sailboats, playful dolphins, and other maritime subjects. All appear in circular, oval,
square, or rectangular shapes, making the royalty-free images easily adaptable for use in a
variety of craft projects.

From the AuthorThis is the only book that I know of, to date, in the stained glass industry of
original prairie style window designs. I learned about Frank Lloyd wright in the early 90's when I
had to do research on his style in order to design lamp- shades for my employer. I was really
taken by his "prairie style" of design and felt a connection to my own work. Making the designs
for this book was a joy because I really like this style of design.About the AuthorAlex Spatz grew
up in the midwest and got involved with stained glass through a college course while studying
for a B.F.A. degree in studio art. This led to a job designing decorative mirrors and a start in the
decorative accessories industry. Throughout his career he has designed glass and mirror
products as well as stained glass windows, lampshades and gift items for nationally distributed
companies. He now writes and sells design books for stained glass hobbyists.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 4 - 60 are not included in
this sample.
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lueb, “Pretty.. I use these patterns for coloring, not for glass making. I love these patterns. The
images are in black and white and on both sides of the paper. The paper is unperforated but
easily removed from the binding.”

Jennifer D Perrault, “Nice images.. Can't wait to start a new project.”

jet mech, “would recommend.. As expected. Many  usable designs.would  recommend.”

Ijw, “Lovely designs. Nice selection of lighthouses, sailing ships, and a few sea creatures”

Tony D, “Worked exactly as described.. Worked exactly as described.”

Richard A. Kerr, “Stained Glass Sea Patterns Review. One thing lacking is a color picture of all
designs to assist in glass selection.”

Alexandra Brancato-Merritt, “Ok value for money but limited amount of designs. Lovely patterns
but not that many in the book as it's quite thin. Patterns for beginner to intermediate level stained
glass artists. Ok value for money.”

Squirt, “Lots of good designs to choose from. Lots of good designs to choose from. It would be
helpful to also see a colour picture of each design to provide more inspiration, especially for
beginners of the craft.”

DLWaltheof, “love the nautical theme. lots of ideas to choose from”

Fiona Crownshaw, “Patterns. Great pattern book”

Mrs A JN Kelly, “Five Stars. Excellent”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 71 people have provided feedback.
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